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Computer-Guided Inquiry
to Improve Science Learning

Automated guidance on essays and drawings
can improve learning in precollege and college
courses.
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Empowering Learners, Aiding Instructors

Inquiring students make predictions, gather
new ideas (from investigations, visualizations, or observations); use evidence to distinguish among their predictions and ideas;
and create a coherent explanation (1, 3, 4).
When they write explanations, students learn
more than when they select among multiplechoice answers or read explanations (5).
Experimenting with visualizations and making drawings to illustrate ideas can develop
students’ spatial-reasoning skills (6). And,
when students analyze resources to develop
an explanation, they appreciate the beauty
and complexity of new ﬁelds (7).
Analyzing students’ essays or drawings and using the results to guide them
can improve outcomes (8), but this requires
more human capital than precollege and college instructors have. Precollege instructors
often have ﬁve or six classes of 30 to 40 students, and college instructors may have hundreds or thousands of students in required
courses or MOOCs.
However, advances in computer technologies may help offset limits in instructor
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time and effort. Immediate, personalized,
computer-generated guidance can motivate
students to deepen their understanding of
complex materials. Instructors can review
the automated scores to identify students
who continue to flounder. Because these
systems can assign guidance to every student, even students who are reluctant to ask
for help can progress.

(WISE) streamline this process by recording student ideas and supporting experiments
for which researchers can randomly assign
diverse forms of guidance.
These experiments show that guidance
encouraging students to distinguish among
their predictions and new evidence helps
students to better integrate their ideas about
the topic (9). Once the links between student
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ngaging students in inquiry practices
is known to motivate them to persist
in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) ﬁelds and to create
lifelong learners (1, 2). In inquiry, students
initiate investigations, gather data, critique
evidence, and make sophisticated drawings
or write coherent essays to explain complex
phenomena. Yet, most instruction relies on
lectures that transmit information and multiple-choice tests that determine which details
students recall. Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) mostly offer more of the same. But
new cyber-learning tools may change all this,
by taking advantage of new algorithms to
automatically score student essays and drawings and offer personalized guidance.

Automated guidance was as effective as guidance provided
by an expert teacher.
To make sure that inquiry activities lead to
new insights and not to erroneous or superﬁcial conjectures, experienced teachers monitor student progress and regularly add hints to
keep students on the right track (3, 4, 9) (see
the ﬁrst ﬁgure). To ﬁgure out what hints will
help students explore a complex problem,
researchers and teachers (often collaboratively in professional development programs)
analyze large numbers of student essays or
drawings and try out alternative approaches
(3). Online learning environments like the
Web-based Inquiry Science Environment

responses and effective guidance are established, environments like WISE can score
student essays or drawings and automatically
assign guidance designed to help students
develop coherent explanations.
Guiding Writers, Drawers, and Teachers

Advances in natural language processing now
enable computer-based learning environments to use scored answers to create systems
for scoring future responses. For instance, the
Educational Testing Service’s (ETS) “c-rater”
tool used human-rated responses to develop

Students were asked to use stamps to represent the chemical reaction between two methane
molecules (CH4,
) and oxygen (O2,
) to yield carbon dioxide (CO2,
) and water (H2O,
).
The drawing interface allowed students to create multiple “frames” in their drawing, with the first
frame representing the reactants and the second frame representing the products.

Reactants

Revision

Products

“

Reactants

Products

Good start. You have correctly created 2 frames that represent the reactants and products
of the methane combustion reaction.
Can atoms in the reaction be spontaneously CREATED OR DESTROYED?
Reread the direction and revisit steps 3.6–3.8. Then improve your drawings.

Computerized hints to improve understanding. Student response to the chemical reactions item that WISE
can automatically score. Automated guidance was as effective as guidance provided by an expert teacher.
[Adapted ﬁgure, based on WISE]
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QUESTION: Burning coal to produce electricity has increased the carbon dioxide content of the
atmosphere. What possible effect could the increased amount of carbon dioxide have on our planet?
Explain your answer.

“

I think that it has a lower
relative humidity
because the carbon
dioxide takes up the
space of the air
molecules and so there is
less humidity.

c-rater score: 1

“

The burning of coal will
make a warmer climate,
because the coal will
make a smog that keeps
in the warm air.

c-rater score: 2

“

This is just like the car
because of the green
house effect the extra
carbon dioxide will trap
the sun‘s rays in our
atmosphere. This is
called global warming.

c-rater score: 3

Computer evaluation of written answers. Student response to the coal item that c-rater can automatically
score. Guidance that encourages students to look at relevant evidence and revise their ideas can be associated
with these scores. [Figure based on c-rater}

an automated scoring system for an activity
aimed at ﬁguring out how burning coal to
produce electricity affects the environment
(10) (see the second ﬁgure). The c-rater system successfully scored new responses [interrater agreement reflected by κ coefficient
= 0.87 (10)]. WISE can use these scores to
assign personalized guidance while students
are learning. Similarly, Writing-Pal (11) analyzes writing quality and recommends strategies for strengthening the essay (e.g., “think
about the quality of your evidence”) rather
than identifying distinct errors. Students
using Writing-Pal substantially improved
their essays by elaborating content, improving paragraph structure, and using more precise vocabulary (11).
AutoTutor prompts students to explain
their reasoning about how to solve a physics problem through a written dialogue with
a computer avatar. The computer analyzes
students’ explanations for misconceptions
and asks questions designed to elicit better
explanations. This guidance was more effective than studying a well-written text on conceptual physics for improving physics problem-solving (12). Although automated scoring algorithms for written responses must be
tailored to individual questions, this process
can be as simple as providing the system with
about 500 to 1000 existing human-scored
responses and desired guidance messages.
Computers can analyze human-scored
drawings to create systems that can then
score subsequent drawings and provide feedback automatically (13) (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure)
(Fig. 2). For instance, in a classroom study,
automated guidance was highly accurate and
as effective as teacher-provided guidance for
stimulating understanding of chemical reactions (13). Similarly, ASSISTments research-
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ers found that proﬁcient students could take
advantage of receiving annotated solutions
to math problems, designed by an expert
instructor but chosen and offered by a computer, to improve their performance on future
problems. Less-proﬁcient students beneﬁtted from automated guidance that emulated
an expert teacher by asking questions but not
giving answers (14). In addition, when using
Betty’s Brain, students constructed more
accurate concept maps (diagrams showing relations between concepts) when they
received conceptual guidance than when they
received explicit directions (15). These studies support the value of guidance that encourages students to reconsider their ideas rather
than telling them the right answer.
Teachers report spending up to 10 min
to compose detailed guidance for each work
group doing an inquiry activity and at least 2
min per work group assigning premade comments (13). When guidance is automated,
teachers can instead concentrate on students
the computer identiﬁes as not making progress. Teachers can also review automated
scores to gauge overall class progress or to
design activities that address speciﬁc conceptual difﬁculties. Instructors can use student
responses immediately to adjust their instruction and annually to revise courses for the
next group of students.
The Need for Design and New Research

Inquiry activities in which students grapple with open-ended questions and come up
with novel solutions are now feasible in large
classes and MOOCs by taking advantage of
automated scoring and guidance. Of course,
instructors still need to design the inquiry
activities, scoring rubrics, and guidance. The
computer only assigns the guidance.

These technologies open up exciting
opportunities. Writing explanations for complex phenomena can help students develop
greater understanding in STEM and language
arts. As advances increase the precision of
scoring technologies, assessments featuring
written work and drawings can replace detailoriented multiple-choice questions. Adding
drawing activities can help students who lack
proﬁciency in reading and writing to explain
their ideas. These technologies also raise crucial research questions including how best
to design guidance and whether automated
guidance works for all students. Research can
help determine ways to speed up the process
of creating new inquiry activities and associated automated guidance.
These findings illustrate the need for
open-source learning environments that support inquiry and can be widely used in typical courses. For example, automated guidance could improve performance and sustain
participation in MOOCs. Adding inquiry features and guidance to support learners’ investigations should be a high priority for designers of learning environments.
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